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We imagine if we had met in 2010. That year, symbolic in precisely the other, the opposite, to “ ‘68 ". That
image is forever, a 70’s filter instagram classic.
Imagine, in 2010 I was finishing my degree, glad to see the back of what I thought to be a fraught endemic
of hybridization and commodified education. I’d written to students occupying their university in Vienna, as
they fought to stop the Bologna process - the standardization of higher education into BA / MA structure,
which paves the way for fees further down the line. USA / California. That was 2009, and by 2010 the shit
storm I saw brewing made me relieved I could self-educate outside of the painfully problematic institution.
In 2010 you were finishing your first year of university. You were working out what you thought, which side
of the fence you wanted to chose to be on, only just. More you were fucking and learning how to be
fucked. Learning how to take drugs, doing things I wish we could have shared. And we can only speculate
on if we had met then, if we had both been at the same point in our lives, if I could have lived the
studentship that I feel you did. If I could have been a student, spent time watching a screen on a
comedown in bed with you. And not been instead working and forming in a so wholly different way to you.
When the student riots happened I laughed, not at the spectacle, but at their naivety. Fucking students.
Privilege. We are so privileged yet we can only perform alternativity, otherness. Perform protest, simply.
2010 was the year of compartmentalised, ordered struggle. Not ordered as in ‘let’s get organised’, just
nicely fitting into the everyday gui of an ikea iphone app life. Within this there were moments of pure
collectivity; the air smelt of friction and desire for change mollycoddled by ‘a good day out’.
2010 is a monument. 2010 is our monument, the year we should have had, the year that didn’t see (‘the
left’ make) change, the calcified spectacle of a year. Middle classes realising they aren’t above the
recession. 2010 is the new memory we can form as if we lived the memory together, holding hands flexing
our muscles making sense of why the streets aren’t our commons, and finding new ones.
2010, the year that bring your own beamer started. lols. The projector is an object of the exhibition. Of all
exhibitions. It’s also now an object of Rozendaal’s personal brand, and proliferation of this object is
outsourced, unpaid: win. Maybe 2010 was the year we both realised we ‘had to have’ a personal brand. We
did that together in unison without knowing each other for real. But also if we imagine that we had a
memory of the year afk as bodies then we had that too. Monument is about ownership. A projected image
is an object as much as the projector that beams it. We consistently make our own monuments. 2010 had
artists in ownership or procurement of projectors, able to collectively engage in self promotion under a
personal brand of another self promotion. 2010 had EMA made into an image-object so people could
collectivise in their non commons streets.
Streets are a sketch of ‘the urban’, a beautifully commodified story of itself, honed as ‘black became cool’,
or ‘as black became white’, over the racisms of nineties and noughties - and now. We live our streets
inside JD sports. Together and when I whatsapp photos to you, of trainers I can’t afford.
[2013 is the year that property developers threaten to tear down the Berlin Wall, to replace one monument
with another: luxury flats, urbane. 2013 is the year that one of the monuments of our love, whatsapp, died
on your htc. Now you have snapchat and I don’t have it on my blackberry, so we fake snapchat each other
- replace - we create new monuments and new memories to send and share and be, the perfect image of
our perfect love]
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We imagine if we had met in 2012. My perfect fantasy is loving someone so much you can share your
whole hard drive with them. Explaining how it worked, the secret ways we organise. We live each other so
totally, in retrospect. You were with me then, with me then and always.
2012 was the year it became rampant. Tuition fees officially £9,000, and now the only struggle to maintain
them at that level, to fight to keep the cap. In the room they occupied they’ve now filled it with sofas and
plastic seminar tables and partitions and those weird high airport seats for single people right by the wall.
For about the last three years I’ve had a routine where I’ll have lunch on my own on certain days, just so I
can slip between people, sit within them, map how I fit into them. That’s kind of my relationship to the
social, or at least I recognise I construct it that way. Anyway, I noticed every Tuesday a group of people
meet over lunch hour to have a proper meeting, in uniform and very noticeable role playing. Perfectly
strategised within the very social relationships they’re destroying. They basically had their meetings in the
one public space available as the stock image of their efficient integration. Slowly reality shifts and then in
front of us comes what’s there for us. My body urges and hurts for stability, security, even though I have it,
as object. And there for us is each other, perfectly materialising. Us touching each other right in the middle
of the night, of reality, recoding it from the inside.
It’s fucking boring anyway, the protests, the oppositions, the fucking encroaching capital on all areas of life
and education and living. Because once it’s there it was always there, the absolute pariah of our love. It’s
abhorrent, we hate it. We live in it, and we reproduce it sometimes, our monogamies, our structures, our
conventions. Maybe we need that. Or maybe it’s just what we have. We can make it better together though.
I believe that. Like when clouds become real and you can do things with them; it’s that point that you
realise we have multiple tools and tools are defined by use. Let’s militarise how we feel for each other, and
by militarise I mean beautiful.
Lol also at all the adverts, all the people, all the transport, that picture of the royal family we saw by the
Thames ha how we consume them reproduce them share them with each other through our eternally
corporate ciphers. 2012 was the year we put on armour and then took it off each other and just breathed
each other’s skin. 2012 was the year the internet died, though it was probably much before, only
sometimes it takes a while to recognise, and lol at all the theory of zombies and the undead being shared
through facebook, and anyway aesthetics became pink and always. 2012 was the year we realised it’ll
neither be horizontal nor vertical, but an interdependent and specific assemblage of the two, across all
realms of politics and culture. Parliamentary democracy won’t realise that. The best we can do is institute
it in our own lives, and we do.
I can’t believe some of the things you said last night; I adore you. Believe because we share and
understand of course and we know that about each other, but also because every memory is now made
through you. And what we talked about on Monday. Imagine if we met in 2012 being the closest possible
world where we’re real. Not real, but... generative.
The reality slightly, infinitesimally, outside this one. Which protest can instantly connect us to, like a
heartbeat, like a snapchat slightly too ephemeral to see, or like an echo or us dancing to a song in your
bedroom. But then we always realise in retrospect, and then we have to completely carry on making it.
We’re holding hands across that divide right now. I’m feeling the skin around your fingers.
This is probably as perfect as we’ll ever be.
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